It has been observed in practical applications and in theoretical analysis that over-parametrization helps to find good minima in neural network training. Similarly, in this article we study widening and deepening neural networks by a relaxation argument so that the enlarged networks are rich enough to run r copies of parts of the original network in parallel, without necessarily achieving zero training error as in over-parametrized scenarios. The partial copies can be combined in r θ possible ways for layer width θ. Therefore, the enlarged networks can potentially achieve the best training error of r θ random initializations, but it is not immediately clear if this can be realized via gradient descent or similar training methods.
Introduction
Neural networks are trained with gradient descent or related methods starting from random initial values. Since the loss function is non-convex, this can in principle result in bad local minima. Indeed, in the worst case, the problem of neural network training is N P -hard [3] and this behavior can be expected. Nonetheless, neural networks are successfully trained in a large number of practical applications [17, 19] . Contrary to arbitrary networks in worst case scenarios, practical networks are usually over-parametrized, which has been studied experimentally in e.g. [18, 34] . On the theoretical side, over-parametrization usually means that the networks are powerful enough to achieve zero training error in which case convergence guarantees of gradient descent methods are available [30, 28, 22, 1, 13] .
In this article, we study the benefits of adding extra weights to neural networks and other non-convex optimization problems like ℓ p -minimization with p ă 1 in compressed sensing, without necessarily being over-parametrized. To this end, we start with a non-convex reference problem and enlarge it by a relaxation argument that is motivated by the process of widening and deepening a neural network. The enlarged network does not necessarily achieve zero training error, but has sufficient capacity to run several (say r), instances of parts of the reference problem in parallel together with some extra selector variables. By combining the parallel pieces via a proper choice of the selector variables, the enlarged network can be reduced to the reference network in r θ different ways, where θ is the width of original network.
Therefore, if we can compute the optimal selector variables, we can potentially find a minimizer that is comparable to the best of r θ numerical optima from random initializations of the reference problem. However, the enlarged network only has the capacity to run r of those combinations in parallel. On the one hand, that allows us to run the network much faster than the exponential number r θ of combinations, but on the other hand it is not clear to what extend a gradient descent method can realize the described gains. The relaxation argument can be applied to several non-convex optimization problems and therefore, in this paper we analyze the method for compressed sensing, which is better understood than neural network training.
In compressed sensing, we search for the sparsest solution of an underdetermined linear system, i.e. for a measurement matrix A P R mˆN and measurements y P R m , we are interested in the solution of the optimization problem min xPR N }x} 0 , s.t. Ax " y,
where the ℓ 0 -norm measures the number of non-zero entries. Since this problem is computationally difficult, it is typically replaced by a ℓ p -minimization min xPR N }x} p p , s.t. Ax " y,
with 0 ă p ď 1. The most common choice is p " 1, for which the optimization problem is convex and the restricted isometry property (RIP) or similar conditions on the matrix A guarantee that the solutions of the problems (1) and (2) coincide, see e.g. [5, 12, 7, 15] . Nonetheless, finding sparse solutions is also of interest in many applications where the RIP is not available. For p ă 1, the ℓ p norm resembles the ℓ 0 norm more closely and one may expect better sparse recovery results with less assumptions on the matrix A. Such results have been reported by several authors [6, 8, 14, 31, 29] . For p strictly smaller than one, the optimization problem (2) is no longer convex making its optimization considerably more difficult. In fact, in the worst case the problem is NP-hard [24, 16] . Nonetheless, there are several iterative algorithms [6, 9, 14, 11, 21, 33] , typically variations of reweighted least squares methods, that show promising performance on these problems. Due to the nonconvex nature of the problem, the corresponding analysis requires additional assumptions that are hard to validate practically to provide convergence guarantees.
To this end, we apply the relaxation strategy from the neural network motivation above to the non-convex compressed sensing problem (2) to obtain an enlarged problem. This can in principle be solved by reweighted least squares methods, but we do not pursue this in this paper. Instead, to obtain some first insight into the potential of the relaxation argument, as opposed to providing a practical method, we only consider the simpler optimization of the selector variables only. The remaining variables of the original compressed sensing problem are restricted to a discrete set, which is, however, still rich enough to render the problem N P -hard, in the worst case. This allows us to analyze a simplified method of randomly guessing the solution in the r copies of the enlarged problem and then finding a good combination by optimizing the selector variables. We show that this achieves the r θ fold increased chance to find the global optimum as described in the motivation above, with much weaker assumptions on the sensing matrix A than the RIP. Contrary to running r θ separate trials on the reference problem to achieve a similar gain, the enlarged problems requires us to solve a rθ dimensional convex optimization problem.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state the generic relaxation method, its application to both compressed sensing and neural network training and provide some estimates of potential success probabilities. In Section 3, we consider the relaxation method for compressed sensing more carefully and prove the main results of the paper.
A Relaxation Method
In Section 2.1, we describe a simple relaxation method and in Section 2.2 a variant with added structure. A discussion of the optimization problems and success probabilities is given in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.
Simple Relaxation
We consider the optimization problem
with objective g and constraint h and solve it with a local search method, e.g. gradient descent or variants thereof for neural networks or reweighted least squares for compressed sensing. Since we are particularly interested in nonconvex problems, depending on the initial value, this may or may not result in a satisfactory minimizer. Probably the simplest idea to enhance our chance of success is to repeat this optimization for multiple initial values, say x k , k " 1, . . . , r resulting in local (numerical) optimax r from which we select the best one x " argmin k"1,...,r gpx k q.
For simplicity, we drop the equality constraint during this motivation, but all arguments work with it unchanged. In order to relax this problem to a continuous one, note that with standard unit basis vectors e k P R r and splitting gpxq " ℓpf pxqq, we can equivalently minimize min zPe1,...,er
The vector z serves as a "selector " and picks one guess f px k q and the split of the objective g into the two components ℓ and f allows some flexibility in the placement of the selector. In hope to simplify the problem, we remove the discrete constraint z P e 1 , . . . , e r in favor of a continuous one z P R r and obtain the relaxed problem
Similar relaxation strategies are common for many optimization problems, see e.g. [4, 25] in general, [10] for integer programming or [32] for optimal transport. Since the relaxed problem allows a larger choice of selectors z, its minimum is at least as small as the un-relaxed one
As a last step, we reintroduce the optimization of the x variable and obtain
A discussion of this problem is given in Section 2.3, but before we consider a variant with some additional structure.
Block Relaxation
Both the compressed sensing and neural network applications admit extra structure, which we may exploit to write down alternative relaxations of the initial values. Specifically, we may split f and x into blocks f pxq " rf 1 px 1 q, . . . , f θ px θ qs and optimize min
with each block f l px l q only depending on x l and not any other x j with j ‰ l.
The following two examples describe both applications in more detail.
Example 2.1. For 0 ă p ď 1, a matrix A P R mˆN and vector y P R m consider the ℓ p -minimization min
If we split x into blocks x " rx 1 , . . . x θ s with x l P R n and nθ " N and define
f l this problem fits into the general structure (7) . It has an constraint hpxq " Ax´y " 0, which does not influence the discussed relaxation and will be considered more carefully in Section 3.1 below.
Example 2.2. For neural network training to comply with the structure (7) that f l depends only on one block x l , we consider the relaxation of one layer only and define x as the corresponding weights (x are not the network inputs to comply with the compressed sensing notation). The other layers can be relaxed analogously or optimized alongside of x but are neglected for simplicity in the following motivation. We split the neural network as f out pφpxf in qq, where f in P R n is the output of previous layers, x P R θˆn are the weights of the layer we consider, φ is the element-wise activation function and f out p¨q are all downstream layers. In order to fit into the framework (7), we can naturally define the blocks x l P R n as the rows of x and minimize, a loss function with labels y by lossry, f out pφpx 1¨f in q, . . . , φpx θ¨f in qqs.
This problem fits precisely into the model problem (7) with f l px l q " φpx l¨f in q, ℓpf 1 , . . . f θ q " lossry, f out pf 1 , . . . , f θ qs.
Back to the general problem (7) , in order to exploit the extra block structure, we use the same relaxation argument as before. We start with initial blocks x l k , k " 1, . . . , r and select the best of the resulting numerical minima rx 1 k , . . . ,x θ k s by min
However, due to the block structure, we can also explore a much bigger search space min
which allows us to combine different initial values for every block f l px l q and therefore has a much high chance to include a good initial value. This comes at least with two problems. The first is that we can no longer use the local minimizersx l k . The reason is that the loss ℓ couples all blocks so that each optimization process x l k Ñx l k not only depends on the initial value x l k , but also on all other initial values x j k with j ‰ l. Since we now search through all combinations, it is no longer clear how to definex l k . Therefore, we skip this initial optimization for now, but reintroduce it later for the relaxed variant. The second problem is that practically the selection of the optimal k 1 , . . . , k θ can be very costly, because there are r θ possible combinations.
Anyways, let us apply the relaxation argument. We first rewrite the selection as a linear combination min z l Pte1,...,erqu l"1,...,θ ℓ « r ÿ k"1
and then relax it to continuous selectors z l
Unlike the block-wise selection (9) of guesses, the relaxed variant (11) also allows us to reintroduce the optimization of the initial guesses x l k Ñx l k by including them in the optimization min z l PR r , l"1,...,θ x l k , k"1,...,r, l"1,...,θ
We may also consider other variables in the optimization such as weights from layers that have been neglected in Example 2.2.
Notes on the optimization problems
Both relaxed problems (6) and (12) can be written in the form min x1,...,xr,z Gpx 1 , . . . , x r , zq with different choices of G and dimensions of z. First note that we can choose special values z j of the selector z so that Gpx 1 , . . . , x r , z l q " gpx l q. Therefore we directly have min x1,...,xr,z
where as beforex j are numerical local optimizers of g with initial values x j . Of course to obtain a fair comparison, we also need a numerical solution of the left hand side. Letx i andz be such numerical optimizers with the same initial values x i . What can be said about
Let us first make some simple observations:
1. In generalx i ‰x j for all i, j. The implications depend on the problem at hand. E.g. for neural networks this is fine if the relaxed problem provides better optima and maintains good generalization errors.
2. The relaxed problem computes all f px j q, j " 1, . . . , r in parallel, but never computes the full outputs ℓpf px jfor all j. Instead it computes ℓp¨q of one mixture of the available f px j q. Therefore, depending on ℓ, it is not clear to what extend a gradient descent method can steer the selector variable z to a good choice or balance of the available f px j q.
3. Expanding on the last observation, the block relaxation (12) never computes f prx 1 k1 ,¨¨¨, x θ k θ sq " rf 1 px 1 k1 q, . . . , f θ px θ k θ qs for all r θ combinations k 1 , . . . , k θ . This is essential for the runtime since r θ quickly becomes prohibitively large, but it raises further questions if gradient descent or similar methods can find the right combination or a good balance.
In summary, the relaxation can significantly reduce the optimization time by avoiding to test an exponential number r θ of combinations, but we have to answer the question when it can possibly succeed in finding superior optima.
Some hope comes from our original motivation from deep learning, where it has been observed that larger networks often perform better than smaller ones, see e.g. [18, 34] . Also several analytical results [30, 28, 22, 1, 13] show that over-parametrization helps neural network training. These papers usually assume that the networks are rich enough to achieve zero training error. This is not necessarily the case for the relaxation method described above, however the idea is related: We increase the number of network weights and layers in the hope to enable the optimization algorithms to find better minima. This idea is made more concrete in Example 2.3 below. Example 2.3. For the neural network Example 2.2 the relaxation strategies can be interpreted as follows. We start by making r independent copies of the weights X T " rx 1 ,¨¨¨, x θ s P R nˆθ to obtain the new weights X T k " rx 1 k , . . . , x θ k s P R nˆθ for k " 1, . . . , r, thereby effectively widening or "overparametrizing" the layer φpXf in q from R θ to R θr giving the new hidden layer
In other words, we made r copies of the layer φpX¨q with new independent weights, all given the same input f in . The downstream layers f out only accept θ numbers as input, so we introduce an extra linear layer h Ñh P R θ with new weights Z to reduce the dimension. We have multiple options for the layer outputh:
1. With weights Z P R r , and h l k " φpx l k¨f in q, we can reduce bȳ
which is equivalent to the simple relaxation (5).
With weights
which is equivalent to the block relaxation (12).
3. With Z P R θˆθr , we can use a fully connected layer h " Zh, which allows even more freedom than the block relaxation (12) .
Any of these strategies effectively widen and deepen the original network and are therefore loosely related or over-parametrization.
Although neural networks provide the original motivation for the relaxation idea, we analyze these methods more rigorously for compressed sensing. This area provides non-convex optimization problems as well, but the theoretical background is much better understood. Contrary to (13) , we consider the simplified problem
where we only optimize the selector z. The second and third observation after (13) still apply. In particular, this optimization problem never evaluates all possible r θ combinations of f prx 1 k1 , . . . , x θ k θ sq but instead is a convex problem in the rθ dimensional variable z. Nonetheless, in Section 3 we show that the relaxed problem can find optimal combinations. One may try to incorporate an x j optimization as well by a perturbation argument, but this is left for future research.
Comparison of Probabilities
In this section, we compare the probabilities to find global optimizers either with r random initial values in (4) or with the full block relaxed optimization problem (12) . The purpose of this discussion is to better understand the prospects of the latter method and therefore, we only consider some informal estimates in a highly idealized scenario. We consider a more rigorous analysis for the compressed sensing in Section 3 below, but for other areas, such as neural networks, it remains unknown to what extend the given estimates are legitimate.
For r random initial values in (4) some natural assumptions are 1. There is an "attractor" A of the global minimum, meaning that for each initial value x P A our optimization method of choice (e.g. gradient descent) converges to the global optimum min x ℓrf pxqs.
2. Each initial guess x k is sampled from i.i.d random variables X k .
For the block relaxed optimization problem (12) we assume:
1. There are sets B l , l " 1, . . . , θ such that for each initial choice x l P B l and every initial selectors z l k , ℓ " 1, . . . , θ, k " 1, . . . , r, the optimization method of choice (e.g. gradient descent) applied to the block relaxed problem (12) converges to the global optimum min x ℓrf pxqs with probability p select .
2. Each initial guess x l k , ℓ " 1, . . . , θ, k " 1, . . . , r is sampled from i.i.d random variables X l k . The first assumption is quite severe and entails that for any initial selectors z l k the optimizer can find an optimal selection of the blocks x 1 k 1 , . . . , x θ k θ among all possible combinations. This will be analyzed carefully in the compressed sensing example in Section 3. For neural networks the assumption is unrealistic because the relaxed network likely has a smaller global minimum than the unrelaxed one. Without changing the arguments below, one can e.g. assume that the optimization of the block relaxed problem converges to a minimum that is smaller than min x ℓrf pxqs. In order to account for the fact that we may not find an optimal balance of the pieces f l px l k q, k " 1, . . . , r, we added the extra probability p select to do so successfully.
In the following, we use the abbreviations p :" P pX 1 P Aq, p l :" P pX l 1 P B l q. Since all guesses X k are i.i.d., for the optimization of r repeated trials the probability of success is P psuccess r trialsq " P pDk P t1, . . . , ru : X k P Aq " 1´P p@k P t1, . . . , ru :
With the events SELECT that the block relaxation (12) finds the global optimum and IN IT IAL :" @l P t1, . . . , θu : Dk P t1, . . . , ru : X l k P B l of guessing good initial values, the probability that the block-relaxed optimization (12) is successful is
The first probability of the right hand side is p select . With the independence of all blocks l, the second can be calculated analogously to (15) , which yields
and thus
For easier comparison, let us approximate the success probabilities by some simpler statements. By a first order Taylor expansion for small q we have 1´q « e´q and 1´e´q r « qr and thus
Applied to the success probabilities and assuming that p l is independent of l, we obtain
For the sake of comparing the two methods, we assume that p « p θ l , which can be justified e.g. if A « B 1ˆ¨¨¨ˆBθ . Then we have
In conclusion, for r repeated trials we may achieve an r fold increased chance of success and using r block relaxations, which amounts to the same number of total guessed variables, we can hope for a improvement by a factor of p select r θ . For p select close to one and large θ this success probability can be significantly larger. However, for the latter result we made quite significant assumptions, which we will only discuss for compressed sensing. In other cases it remains open how much of this potential improvement is realistic. The above Taylor approximation is a rather crude argument, but in some limiting scenarios the approximations become exact. In order to define the limits properly, first note that the quantities p, r and p l typically depend on some problem parameters such as the dimension of x. We denote this parameter by γ, so that p " ppγq and r " rpγq and p l " p l pγq.
We now assume that the success probabilities p l (or pq go to zero faster than the number of guesses r goes to infinity, i.e. and likewise for p l replaced by p.
Application to Compressed Sensing
In this section, we consider the block relaxation (12) applied to the compressed sensing problem of Example 2.1 in some more detail. In Section 3.1 we describe the method and the main result of this paper. Since the result is quite technical, Section 3.2 provides some more concrete scenarios and connections to the success probabilities in Section 2.4. Finally, Section 3.3 contains the proof of the main result.
Model Problem
Let us first recall Example 2.1. For 0 ă p ď 1, a matrix A P R mˆN and vector y P R m consider the ℓ p -minimization
In addition, upon possibly rescaling the right hand side y, we assume without loss of generality that x P r´1, 1s N , which will simplify our analysis below. As in Example 2.1, we assume that N " nθ and split the vector x and sensing matrix A into corresponding blocks
Using the block structure, the compressed sensing problem becomes
Repeating the derivation of the block relaxed method (12), we first make r guesses x l k for each block and insert a selection }x l } p p "
In the objective function we have used |z l k | instead of z l k itself because this leads to a standard ℓ 1 -minimization problem after relaxation. As long as z l k are standard basis vectors this does not change the problem.
In order to obtain a more compact notation, let X l P R nˆr be the matrices with columns x l k , k " 1, . . . , r. In addition, we replace the tensor z P R r b R θ with a corresponding block vector in R nθ and obtain the block matrix and vector
Then, relaxing (20) to any z l P R r , and setting R :" rθ, we obtain
First note that we omit the optimization of X jk and therefore confine ourselves to the simplified question (14) if the block relaxation can find a good selector z given that X already contains parts of the global solution in its columns. As a consequence, in order to obtain non-zero probabilities to find a solution we will assume that the correct solutions are discrete. This problem is still N P hard in the worst case and discussed in Appendix A.6. The remaining z optimization in (21) is a weighted ℓ 1 optimization problem and hence convex, unlike the ℓ p -minimization we started from.
Let us now consider to what extend the block relaxed problem can recover the optimal discrete selectors z l P te 1 , . . . , e r u in (20) before the relaxation and therefore find the optimal combination rX 1 z l ,¨¨¨X θ z θ s of the initial guesses in X. The main observation is that the un-relaxed combined selectors z " rz 1 , . . . , z θ s are θ-sparse and therefore can potentially be recovered by a compressed sensing problem of type (21) . For reference, the following lemma summarizes this idea. Lemma 3.1. Assume that:
1. For the discrete selectorsz " rz 1 , . . . ,z θ s withz l P te 1 , . . . , e r u the block vectorx " rx 1 , . . . ,x θ s " rX 1z1 , . . . , X θzθ s is a global minimizer of the ℓ p -minimization (18).
2. The continuous selector z " rz 1 , . . . , z θ s is the minimizer of the block relaxed problem (21) , with fixed X l .
If the θ-sparse vectorz is the unique minimizer of the block relaxation (21), then z "z and the reconstruction Xz from the block relaxed method is a global minimizer of the ℓ p minimization (18) .
The assumption that the θ-sparse vectorz is the unique minimizer of (21) is a classical nonuniform recovery statement in compressed sensing and requires some conditions on the sensing matrix AX "`A 1 X 1¨¨¨Aθ X θs uch as variants of a RIP condition suitable for weighted compressed sensing [26] . If we have only one block θ " 1 and A is orthogonal with m " n, then AX satisfies an RIP if X does. On the other hand, if we have the maximal number of blocks with n " 1 and θ " N , each block is a rank one matrix and a RIP is impossible. Between these two extremes, the matrix X induces some extra randomness into the sensing matrix AX, which will help us prove sparse recovery results below, see also [20] .
In summary, we have two conditions for the matrix X: It must contain the global optimizer in its blocks and AX must admit sparse recovery. With the given block structure, the first condition entails that the sensing matrix AX has columns A l x l , l " 1, . . . , θ. For unfavorable x, these may render unique sparse recovery impossible. We avoid this problem with high probability by choosing a random correct sparse x and then define a corresponding right hand side y " Ax.
Remark 3.2. Note that although we assume that z can be uniquely recovered by (21) , this does not imply that the solution x of the ℓ p minimization problem (18) is unique. If z is unique but x is not, this merely implies that X, only contains one solution in its range, for otherwise the unique recovery would be violated.
Throughout the article, for a matrix C P R a,b , and a subset R Ă t1, . . . , bu, the matrix C¨, R consists of the columns of C with indices in R. We are now ready to state the main theorem, which provides the probability that the block relaxed convex problem (21) selects the correct blocks or equivalently p select in (17) .
1. Let x " rx 1 , . . . , x θ s P r´1, 1s N be a vector with i.i.d random entries on a given support S Ă t1, . . . , N u with
and let S l be the indices of S in block l " 1, . . . , θ.
2. Let X l P r´1, 1s nˆr be matrices that contain the vectors x l in unknown columns k l and with remaining entries i.i.d. random numbers with ErX l j,k s " 0, Er|X l j,k |s " ν, k ‰ k l , l " 1, . . . , θ.
For abbreviation, let T " tk l | l " 1, . . . , θu.
Define the constants
and s :" max |S l | : l P t1, . . . , θu ( .
Then for any α ě 0 and 0 ď δ ď 1 related by
with probability at least
the solution z of the block relaxed problem (21) satisfies x " Xz, for some positive absolute constants c and K.
The theorem is proven in Section 3.3. The first two assumptions of the theorem contain the setup from our relaxation method. We fix a support S, sample a corresponding sparse vector x " rx 1 , . . . , x θ s and define a right hand side y " Ax. Then, we try to recover x via the block relaxation (21) . To this end, we sample the "initial guesses" or blocks X l and assume that one combination of columns of X l contain the original x. Thus, the distribution of x l in the theorem is not the one used for generating the correct solution but rather the conditional distribution P px l j | x l j " X j,k l x l j ‰ 0q given that x l j is non-zero and matches an entry of the matrix X. The theorem then states that with high probability the solution z of the block relaxed problem (21) picks the original x " Xz.
The conditions on the matrix A enter via the constants (24) and are comparatively weak. The quantity F S pAq 2 {M pAq 2 is related to the stable rank }A l } 2 F {}A l } 2 of a matrix and equals to min l |S l | if all blocks A l have orthonormal columns, see e.g. [20] for more information. Note that all constants that depend on A only do so via individual blocks A l and are independent of any relation between different blocks A l and A j , j ‰ l. Therefore, the given conditions are much weaker than a RIP and allow e.g. repetitions A l " U of identical unitary matrices. We consider those conditions more closely for a more concrete example in Section 3.2 below.
The theorem is reminiscent of standard sparse recovery results, with weighted ℓ 1 -norm and a special structure in the sensing matrix AX. Moreover, it provides a positive answer to the question raised in (14) if the block relaxation can find the optimal combination among the r θ possible combinations of blocks x l k . To this end, first note that the block relaxed optimization problem (21) is convex and can be efficiently solved with e.g. reweighted least squares algorithms. The resulting vector x " Xz is a |S|-sparse solution of the constraint equation Ax " y. In many applications this is already what we want. Anyways, if in addition the original non-convex ℓ p -minimization problem (18) has a unique |S|-sparse solution, it must be x " Xz and we also have a solution of the non-convex optimization problem. This was our original question in (14) and requires weaker conditions than the classical RIP for ℓ 1 -minimization, see e.g. [8, 14, 31] .
Finally, the assumption that the blocks X l contain a correct guess is quite severe or rather unlikely, even for the discrete cases we consider below. However, recall the purpose of this result is to investigate the feasibility of the relaxation argument from Section 2 in a simple model problem, not to provide a practical algorithm. That would certainly include an optimization of the blocks X l as in the general block relaxed problem (12) . In addition, the assumption on the sensing matrix A still allow polynomial-time reductions of N P -hard problems to ℓ 0 -minimization, although only smaller instances than for general matrices A, see Appendix A.6 for a discussion.
Recovery Probability
In order to disentangle all requirements and statements in 3.3, in this section, we consider some more specific scenarios. To this end, in the following let Á, À and " denote greater, smaller and equivalence up to some generic constants independent of the problem dimensions, sparsity and expectations such as ν or p x .
First, we assume that the support S is equidistributed among the blocks, i.e. that there is some s with |S| " θs and |S l | " s.
If we choose S uniformly at random, this is satisfied with high probability for sufficiently large s. Indeed, |S l | is distributed by a hypergeometric distribution so that the observation easily follows from Chebyshev's inequality.
Next assume that m " n, so that the blocks A l are square matrices, and that the columns of A l are (almost) orthonormal. This implies that
There are no relations between the columns of different blocks, so e.g. it is legitimate to choose all blocks equal, which clearly violates the RIP condition. Finally, we assume that we have some good a-priory knowledge of the size |S| and choose ν " s{n, p x " 1.
The second probability of p x states that given the information that we are on the support of x, the entries are not overly strongly clustered around zero. With these constants, the probability of recovery failure of Theorem (3.3) is at most 2 expˆ´c s 2 n`M pAq 2 α 2`l npRq˙`2 expˆ´cs min
for some generic constant c, which may differ from the one in the theorem and change in the calculations below. The algorithm does not depend on the choice of α and δ, which we can now choose to bound this failure probability. To this end, let us choose δ " p1´δq " 1 so that by (26) and |T | " θ, we have
Thus, the failure probability reduces to 2 expˆ´c s 2 n`M pAq 2 θs`l npRq˙`2 exp p´cs`Cθq ": pIq`pIIq
for some new generic constant C. Using M pAq " 1, we have
, which must be larger than lnpRq " lnprθq for the exponent of pIq to be negative. Therefore, we must have
The first component of the minimum ensures that s Á θ, which implies that also pIIq has a negative exponent. First note that the condition (29) limits the number r " R{θ of possible trials. Depending on the relative sizes of s, n and θ, this number can be exponentially large and the block relaxed scheme is able to correctly select an exponentially large number of pieces x l k 1 , . . . , x l k θ contained in the guesses X l for a non-linear problem.
Second, the condition (29) implies that the sparsity s per block cannot be too small. The reason is that we have very limited assumptions on A. In particular the sensing matrix AX contains the columns A l x l . If x l is overly sparse, this does not guarantee enough randomness to ensure sparse recovery.
With the probabilities p l that the blocks of X l contain the solution blocks x l and the success probability p select of sparse recovery from (28) , by the arguments in Section 2.4, we have the probabilities P psuccess r trialsq « p θ l r P psuccess block relaxationq « p θ l pp select r θ q to recover a |S|-sparse vector with constraint Ax " y, with very weak conditions on A. If this matrix allows unique sparse recovery from ℓ p -minimization, it is also the global minimizer of (18) . Given the conditions in (29), we can ensure that p select is close to one so that the block relaxation provides a r θ {r enhanced chance to find the solution over r repeated guesses.
In order for the probability p l to be non-zero, we need to sample x l and X l from discrete distributions. Even with this restrictive assumption, p l is still negligible and the resulting success probability of block relaxation is excessively small. This is not fully unexpected because with the given assumptions on the sensing matrix A and discrete x in e.g. t´1,´1{2, 0, 1{2, 1u the ℓ p -minimization problem is still N P -hard in general, see Appendix A.6. Also recall that for a practical algorithm we would incorporate the blocks X l into the optimization as in (12) , which removes the requirement to correctly guess the blocks x l in one shot and with it the requirement of x l to be discrete.
Proof of Theorem 3.3
In this section, we prove Theorem 3.3. The proof follows standard lines for sparse recovery results, with some slight twists for the added structure. In Section 3.3.1, we first introduce some notations and setup used throughout the entire section. Then, we show concentration estimates (Section 3.3.2), RIP type results for fixed sparse subsets S (Section 3.3.3) and then finally combine these results for a non-uniform recovery argument in Section 3.3.4.
Notations and Setup
Let all assumptions from Theorem 3.3 be satisfied. We calculate the sparse recovery probability given that the blocks x l are contained in the columns of the respective matrices X l . W.l.o.g, we assume that x l are always the first columns so that X has the block structure
whereX l are i.i.d. random matrices.
Remark 3.4. In Theorem 3.3, we show a sparse recovery result only with high probability. Therefore, we must ensure that the matrices X with a given sparsity pattern S in one column x l are not included in the low probability set where spare recovery fails. Hence, we make this patter explicit in our proof.
By assumptions (22) and (23) of Theorem 3.3, we have the following expectation, variances and ψ 2 -norms:
ErX l jk s " 0, ErpX l jk q 2 s " p X , }X l jk } ψ2 ď K, j " 1, . . . , n, k " 1, . . . r´1 ,
for some p X ě 0 constant K ą 0 and ψ 2 -norm defined by }x} ψ2 :" sup aě1 a´1 {2 pEr|x| a sq 1{a , see e.g. [27] . Note that all variances and ψ 2 norms are bounded because by assumption the entries of X l , including the first column x l , are in the interval r´1, 1s.
Concentration Estimates
In this section, we state concentration estimates for }AXu} for some u P R R . To this end, let us split an arbitrary vector u P R R according to the block structure (30) of X as u :
with v l P R and u l P R r´1 . Then the concentration inequality is shown with respect to the weighted norm
with diagonal weight matrix
Recall that S l are the indices in S contained in the block X l of X. For the remainder of this section c denotes a positive absolute constant.
Proposition 3.5. Let A and X be the matrices defined in (19) and (30) with independent sub-Gaussian entries satisfying (31) . Then, for every u P R R and ǫ ě 0,
and F S pAq and M pAq defined in (24) .
We only need a corollary of this proposition for u restricted to the support set T of the selectors z.
Corollary 3.6. Let A and X be the matrices defined in (19) and (30) with independent sub-Gaussian entries satisfying (31) . Then, for every u P R R supported on T and ǫ ě 0
with F S pAq and M pAq defined in (24) and p x defined in (22) .
Proof.
Since u is supported on T , we have }u l } 2 2 " 0 for all l " 1, . . . , θ and therefore the definition of F in Proposition 3.5 and the definition (32) of the }¨} A -norm yield
Thus, we have p x F 2 " }u} 2 A , which proves the corollary.
The proof of Proposition 3.5 is similar to [20] , and uses the following corollary of the Hanson-Wright inequality, see Appendix A.2 for more details.
Corollary 3.7. Let v P R d be a vector with independent components with Erv i s " 0 and }v i } ψ2 ď K and C T C P R dˆd be a matrix. Then, for every t ě 0,
In order to apply the corollary, we construct a vectorizationX of the matrix X and a matrix B withX T B T BX " }AXu} 2 . Let us first consider this vectorization for a generic matrix M P R aˆb , vector w P R c and random matrix R P R bˆc with i.i.d entries, expectation Err ij s " 0 and variance Err 2 ij s " V . By Appendix A.3, we identify R with the tensorR P R b b R c and have
and
Let us now construct the vectorizationX and B with BX " AXu. Instead of applying the last two identities directly, we are a little more careful with regard to the block structure.X is defined bŷ
here thex l andX l :"X l are the vectorizations of the restriction x l S l of x l to its support S l , and X l , respectively. Likewise, B is defined by
where v l is considered as a 1ˆ1 matrix. Then, by (34) the vectorization of the product AXu is given by
(37) This allows us to prove Proposition 3.5 with Corollary 3.7 of the Hanson-Wright inequality.
Proof of Proposition 3.5. From the vectorization (37) we have
so that we can use Corollary 3.7 of the Hanson-Wright inequality to show concentration inequalities for }AXu} 2 . To this end, in the following we compute all terms in the Corollary. We start with the expectation value:
where we have used that because of independence and zero mean of the entries, all cross terms @ A lX l u l , A jX j u j D and
for all l, j vanish. Using the zero-mean property and the variances defined in (31) and applying (35) yields
In conclusion, we have
Note that if we could normalize both }A¨, S l } F and }A l } F to one, the right hand side would reduce to }u} 2 . However that is not possible because A¨, S l is a sub-matrix of A l . The next quantity in Corollary 3.7 is the Frobenius norm
The spectral norm can easily be computed with (45) in the appendix, which yields
Together with (39) and using that }A¨, S l } F ď }A l } F and }A¨, S l } ď }A l } this yields }B} 2 F }B} 2 ě min l"1,...,θ }A¨, S l } 2 F max l"1,...,θ }A l } 2 "
We have calculated all terms in Corollary 3.7 of the Hanson-Wright inequality, which implies
Pr
which by (39) and (40) proves the proposition.
RIP Type Estimates
We show a RIP like estimate, only for one fixed sparse set T Ă t1, . . . , Ru. The result and proof are identical to [2, Lemma 5.1] only with the ℓ 2 -norm replaced by the }¨} A -norm. 
Proof. Let U T Ă R R be the vectors with support contained in T . Then, there is a δ{4 cover Q T of the unit sphere in U T with respect to the }¨} A -norm with |Q T | ď p12{δq |T | , see e.g. [23, 15] . From the concentration inequality Corollary 3.6 with ǫ " δ{2, together with a union bound, we have that
with probability at least (41). This is analogous to [2, (5.4) ]. Using the remainder of the proof in the reference verbatim, shows that p1´δq}u} A ď }AXu} ď p1`δq}u} A for all u supported on T , which completes the proof. Proof. With the definition (33) of W A , Lemma 3.8 implies that p1´δq}W A u} ď }AXu} ď p1`δq}W A u} with the given probability (41) for all u with support T . With z :" W A u, this implies p1´δq}z} ď }AXW´1 A z} ď p1`δq}z}.
Choosing right singular vectors of AXW´1 A restricted to columns in T for z, directly yields the result.
Sparse Recovery
The remaining proof of the sparse recovery Theorem 3.3, is analogous to nonuniform sparse recovery as in e.g. [15, Theorem 9.16 ]. By the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, the vectors x l are contained as columns in the blocks X l . We denote the indices of these columns as T Ă 1, . . . , R. In (30) above, we have w.l.o.g. assumed that these are the first columns in the respective blocks X l . Note, however, that this choice was only for notational convenience and in general T is unknown, except for some rudimentary properties like t :" |T | " θ. In addition, note that the set T coincides with the support of the selector z and the mayor goal of the sparse recovery problem (21) is to find this vector.
In the following, let W ℓ P R RˆR be the diagonal matrix with pW ℓ q kk " }X¨, k } p p , which constitutes the weights in the weighted ℓ 1 -minimization (21) and W ℓT the restriction to the index set T . On this special index set, we have
if k is in the block l, where we have used that x l has entries in the interval r´1, 1s on its support. In order to simplify the notations, for any matrix C, let C`˚" pC˚q`" pC`q˚be the adjoint of the pseudo inverse.
Before we prove the main result Theorem 3.3, we need two more lemmas.
Lemma 3.10. For any α ě 0 and 0 ď δ ď 1 satisfying (26) and for any u P R R with support on T , we have
for constants c, K from Corollary 3.9.
Proof. Let us use the abbreviations v :" pAX T q`˚W ℓT signpu T q, W AT :" pW A q¨, T , F :" F S pAq for the weight matrix W A of the }¨} A norm defined in (33) . Then, the left hand side of (43) becomes P pα ď }v}q. Before we estimate this probability, we calculate an estimate for }v}. By the definition (24) of F " F S pAq and the definition of T we have }W´1 AT } ď 1{pF ? p x q. Let σ min be the smallest singular value of AX T W´1 AT . Since W AT is invertible, we have v P rangerpAX T q`˚s " kerrpAX T q˚s K " kerrW´1 AT pAX T q˚s K " kerrpAX T W´1 AT q˚s K and therefore
Plugging in the definition of v and using that pAX T q˚pAX T q`˚is an orthogonal projector with matrix norm bounded by one, we conclude that
where in the second inequality we have used (42) and the definition (25) of s. We now proceed with the estimate of the probability in the left hand side of (43). For any α ě 0, we have The latter probability is smaller, than the probability that there is any singular value that is not contained in the interval r1´δ, 1`δs and thus Corollary 3.9 implies (43).
Lemma 3.11. Let x P r´1, 1s d , d ě 1 be a random vector with zero mean and expectation Er|x i |s " ν, i " 1, . . . , d. Then for any v P R d , we have P`xx, vy ě }x} p p˘ď 2 expˆ´ν
Proof. Since´1 ď x i ď 1 and p ď 1, we have |x i | p ě |x i | so that }x} p p ě }x} 1 and therefore P`| xx, vy | ě }x} p p˘ď P p| xx, vy | ě }x} 1 q ď P pxx, vy ě }x} 1 q`P px´x, vy ě }x} 1 q .
It suffices to estimate the first summand in the right hand side, the other follows analogously. We have P pxx, vy ě }x} 1 q " P˜d ÿ
By construction, X i has zero mean and from X i´ν " |x i |psignpx i qv i´1 q and´1 ď x i ď 1, we obtaiń
so that X i is contained in an interval of length
It follows that w 2 i ď 2`4v 2 i and therefore, Hoeffding's inequality implies P pxx, vy ě }x} 1 q ď expˆ´ν
Using the same estimate for P px´x, vy ě }x} 1 q, concludes the proof.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. The proof is a variant of [15, Theorem 9.16] . We start by estimating the probability that the sparse recovery in (21) fails. According to the optimality criteria (46) for weighted compressed sensing, with the weight W ℓ defined before (42) and the complementT of T , the probability of failure is bounded by
where we have used the block structure of X and lpkq is the number of the block l that contains the index k P t1, . . . , rθu. With v :" pAX¨, T q`˚W ℓT signpz T q we can estimate this by
Note that the columns of X involved in v and X lpkq ,k are mutually exclusive, so that these two objects are independent. Therefore, using pW ℓ q kk " }X¨, k } p p " }X Since by (24) we }pA lpkq q˚v} ď M pAq}v} ď M pAqα and we have R´|T | possible choices for k, applying a union bound yields
Finally, estimating P p}v} ě αq by Lemma 3.10, we conclude that 
A.2 Hanson-Wright Inequality
For the Hanson-Wright Inequality, see e.g. [27, 20] and the references therein. 
Proof. Setting M :" C T C and t " ǫ}C} 2 F in the Hanson-Wright inequality, we obtain
Thus, using that
we obtain the claimed inequality.
A.3 Vectorization
Lemma A.5. Let M P R aˆb and R P R bˆc be matrices and w P R c a vector. Then
2. If in addition R is a random matrix with i.i.d entries and
Proof. We first identify the matrix R P R bˆc with the tensor productR P R b bR c via a linear extension of rs T Ñ r b s. Then, we have
where in the second equality, we have identified R n b R with R n . By linear extension, we thus have (44). In order to calculate E " }M Rw} 2 ‰ note that ErRR T s ij,kl " Err ij r kl s " V δ ik δ jl so that
A.4 Matrix Norms
A block matrix C "`C 1¨¨¨Cθ˘h as spectral norm
Indeed for any block vector v " pv 1¨¨¨vθ q we have }Cv} "
A.5 Weighted Compressed sensing
This section provides optimality criteria for weighted compressed sensing, analogous to [ 
then x is the unique minimizer of the weighted compressed sensing problem with with a strict inequality if zS ‰ 0. This shows that x is a minimizer. In case zS " 0, we have y " Az " A S z S`AS zS " A S z S and because A S is injective z S " x S . This implies that z " x, which shows that x is indeed the unique minimizer.
A.6 NP -hardness
It is well known that the ℓ p -minimization problem (18) is N P -hard in general.
For the results of the paper, we consider extra conditions on the sensing matrix A and some constraints on the solution vector x. In this section, we show that these conditions do not generally render the problem tractable. We consider the following three problems. The first two are known to be N Phard and reduced to the compressed sensing problem with additional constraints used in this paper.
1. Exact cover by 3-set (X3C m,θ ): Given a collection C l , i " 1, . . . , θ of three element subsets of t1, . . . , mu does there exits a sub-collection that is a cover of t1, . . . , mu? I.e. we want to find indices J Ă t1, . . . , θu such that Ť jPJ C l " t1, . . . , mu and C l X C k " H for all l, k P J with l ‰ k. 2. Partition Problem (P P m ): Given: integer or rational numbers a 1 , . . . , a m , can one partition t1, . . . , mu into two sets S 1 and S 2 such that ř iPS1 a i " ř iPS2 a i ? 3. ℓ p -minimization (LP p m,N ): For 0 ď p ď 1, given a sensing matrix A P R mˆN and measurements y P R m , find the minimizer min xPR N }x} p p , s.t. Ax " y.
For the following discussion, we assume the usual block structure
A " " A 1¨¨¨Aθ ‰ , A l P R mˆn .
with N " nθ.
We first consider the assumptions in the main result Theorem 3.3 on the sensing matrix A or their simplified variants in Section 3.2. Since the theorem states a sparse recovery result instead of directly addressing the ℓ p -minimization (18), we consider reductions from the covering problem to ℓ 0 -minimization. For general matrix A, the covering problem X3C m,N is polynomial-time reducible to LP 0 m,N . With the given restrictions on A a reduction is still possible, at least for the smaller problem X3C m,θ . Note however that Theorem 3.3 cannot deal with any instance in the following lemma because the solution vector x is contained in the probabilistic part of the statement.
Lemma A.7. For n ă m´2, there is a polynomial-time reduction from X3C m,θ to LP 0 m`n´1,nθ with blocks of size A l P R m`n´1ˆn that satisfy
for all index sets S l Ă t1, . . . , nu.
Proof. Given an instance of X3C m,θ , let us define the vectors a l P R m such that a l j " 1 if j P C l and a l j " 0 else, let U l P R n´1ˆn´1 be orthogonal matrices and define the sensing matrix blocks
and measurement vector
Since all blocks a l and U l decouple, the matrix A satisfies all given requirements. We next show that X3C n,θ has a solution if and only if the sparsest solution of Ax " y satisfies }x} 0 " m{3. We first split x " rx 1 , . . . , x l s with x l " rv l , u l s according to the block structure of A. This leads to the two decoupled systems θ ÿ l"1 a l v l "ȳ, θ ÿ l"1 U l u l "ŷ.
It directly follows that u l " 0, l " 1, . . . , θ. The remaining problem is identical to the original proof in [24] or in the book [15] . Since each column a l has exactly three non-zero components, we must have }x} 0 ě m{3 to obtain a right hand sideȳ with all entries one, with equality if and only if there is a cover J and v l " 1 if l P J and zero else.
In this paper, we also consider the case where the solution x comes from a discrete set only. Whereas replacing a continuous variable by a discrete one often makes a problem harder, if we restrict the variables too severely, it might become trivial. With discrete x, a reduction from P P m to LP p m`1,2m is particularly simple. Unlike Theorem 3.3 this is a ℓ p -minimization for p ą 0 so that a direct connection between the theorem and the following lemma can only be made if A allows sparse recovery by ℓ p -minimization. Nonetheless, the result indicates that the discrete sets used in Section 3.2 are not overly simple.
Lemma A.8. For 0 ă p ă 1, there is a polynomial-time reduction from P P m to LP p m`1,2m with blocks A l P R m,n with
for any n and even θ with nθ " 2m, for all index sets S l Ă t1, . . . , nu and solution vector x restricted to t´1,´1{2, 0, 1{2, 1u.
Proof. The proof is identical to [16, equation (9) ], we only trace the matrix properties. Given an instance of P P m , define the matrix A "
where in the following I denotes the identity matrix of suitable dimensions. Since θ is even, it follows that each block A l has the form
for some vector b that consists of suitable components of a. Upon possibly rescaling the last row of A, the blocks A l satisfy all requirements of the lemma. Let x be a ℓ p minimizer with Ax " y. We show that the partition problem has a solution if and only if }x} p p " m " nθ{2. Let us split the solution as x " ru, vs with u, v P R m according to the block structure of A. For each component we have u i`vi " 1 and therefore |u i | p`| v i | p ě 1 with equality if and only if u i " 0 or v i " 0. Hence we have }x} p p ě m with equality if and only if u i " 0 and v i " 1 or u i " 1 and v i " 0 for all i, which directly implies the equivalence to the partition problem.
The restriction of x to the given discrete set does not change the argument. Note that the equation Ax " y always has at least the solution x i " 1{2 for all i.
